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Welcome to the fourth edition of Deal Drivers Africa, published by Mergermarket, in collaboration with FBNQuest, 
Merrill Corporation and Control Risks. Based on interviews with 100 M&A practitioners operating in Africa, 
including corporate executives, private equity investors, legal advisers and investment bankers, this report 
provides valuable insights into the African M&A market from those who know it best. 
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After several years of steadily increasing M&A activity, 
it seems African dealmaking has crossed the Rubicon. 
The continent has firmly entrenched itself into the 
global marketplace, with both domestic and inbound 
dealmakers seizing on the opportunities on offer. There 
were 290 deals in 2015, the highest volume since 2007. 
This figure coincides with the highest number of private 
equity deals on Mergermarket record (60). 

And respondents in our survey anticipate M&A  
will continue to grow in 2016 – many cite cash 
reserves and easily available deal finance among  
the top drivers.

Despite political turmoil in many countries, a 
prolonged downturn in the commodities cycle and 
related currency risk, Africa’s top economies have 
more than maintained investor interest with strong 
momentum in M&A across the majority of sectors. 
Even though oil-exporting countries in particular 
are having their resilience tested by the drop in oil 
price, the Sub-Saharan African GDP growth forecast 
remains solid at 4% year-on-year (YoY). 

Distressed assets in the oil and gas sector could, in 
fact, generate more deals in 2016. In the renewables 
sectors, private equity firms are already reaping the 
rewards of their investments. One such example is 
Norfund’s exit from hydro company TronderPower 
in Uganda, as Africa seeks to accomplish 300GW of 
renewable energy generation by 2030.

Across the continent – by no means a homogenous 
M&A market – investors have increasingly cast an 
eye over regional blocs that offer greater opportunity 
for cross-border activity. Deals in 2015 involving the 
manufacture of tissues, mattresses, baby foods and 
bottled water hint at diversification away from an 

economy centred solely on natural resources and the 
continuing promise for growth in the consumer sector.

The key Sub-Saharan M&A destinations – South 
Africa, Kenya and Nigeria – have managed to turn 
challenges into opportunities by working to improve 
regulation and introduce greater transparency – both 
of which were among the principal obstacles to 
dealmaking, according to our survey.

Meanwhile, North Africa’s most established economy, 
Egypt, also experienced a spike in M&A – value and 
volume both doubled year on year in 2015. This 
indicates that stability may have finally returned  
to the market.

In addition, new investors are coming to the fore in 
Africa – in part, due to China’s economy slowing. India’s 
Modi-led government held an Africa-India summit in 
October that garnered a great deal of attention and is 
expected to yield stronger business ties in the coming 
years, particularly in the energy and TMT sectors.

Alongside the continent’s established M&A markets, 
other emerging destinations such as Ethiopia, 
Mauritius and Madagascar are also coming to the 
attention of dealmakers. 

Be it in established markets or up-and-coming nations, 
strategic buyers and private equity alike are looking 
beyond the commodities and extractive industries and 
increasingly appreciating the favourable valuations and 
expansion opportunities in Africa.

FOREWORD



A steady increase in African deal flow and interest 
from overseas investors since the financial crisis 
points to the increasing maturity of African countries 
as a destination for M&A.

Total African deal volume was buoyant at 290 deals, 
up 1% from 2014, despite severe headwinds from a 
slowdown in the Chinese economy and currency woes 
in South Africa and Nigeria, the continent’s two largest 
M&A markets. Accordingly, deal value fell by 26% to 
US$27.3bn in 2015, mostly due to a smaller number of 
big-ticket transactions on the continent.

The mid-market was busiest, as dealmakers focused 
on smaller investments. Indeed, 88% of transactions 
were valued up to US$250m. By contrast, there  
were only five deals worth more than US$500m, 
compared to 14 in 2014.

Nevertheless, deal volume for 2015 was the highest 
on record since 2007, as both corporates and private 
equity firms – armed with large cash reserves and 
access to cheap finance – continued to close in on 
opportunities, despite the wider uncertainty of globally 
depressed commodity prices. The rise in inbound 
investment into Africa, which accounted for 70%  
of deal value in 2015, proves the attractiveness  
of the market.

Private equity lessons
In particular, private equity (PE) firms, who were 
sitting on a war chest of some US$1.3 trillion in 2015, 
saw the potential in the growth forecasts of African 
economies and concluded a record number of deals 
(118) over the past two years, amounting to more 
than US$15bn (see chart on page 7 for more details). 
Interest was particularly evident in the consumer and 
financial services sectors with deals such as Norway-
based Norfund AS and NorFinance buying a 12.22% 
stake in Kenyan bank Equity Group Holdings for 
US$257m, and UK-based PE firm Actis buying South 
Africa-based consumer retail businesses Fruit & Veg 
City Group and Coricraft Holdings.  

Instead of waiting for the handful of large, pan-
African businesses to come to market, firms are now 
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OVERVIEW 
M&A ACTIVITY 

IN AFRICA
M&A activity in Africa was steady in 2015 

despite facing numerous obstacles.
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actively seeking to do a series of smaller deals  
with a view to combining these companies into 
a larger regional portfolio. For example, when a 
consortium, including PE firm Helios Investment 
Partners, acquired an 85% stake in Fawry Banking  
& Payment Technology, a payments processing 
start-up in Egypt, for US$82m, a major part of 
the investment rationale was to help the business 
expand into new countries.

Country and sector watch
The muted price of oil and continued depression 
in mining did not appear to dampen dealmaking 
enthusiasm in Africa’s natural resources sector,  
typically the biggest contributor to African M&A 
activity. The energy, mining and utilities segment 
accounted for more deals than any other sector, 
representing 24% of total deal value in 2014/15 and 
17% of total deal volume. Despite plummeting oil 
prices, local investors saw opportunities to buy assets 
from international oil majors' divestments such as 
Angola’s national oil company Sonangol’s acquisition 
in US company Cobalt International Energy-owned 
blocks worth US$1.8bn, and several acquisitions of 
Nigerian Oil Mining Licenses by local players Seplat 
Petroleum Development and Eroton E&P from 
Chevron and Shell.

AFRICAN M&A TRENDS 2008-2015
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Mining M&A also accelerated in 2015 amid a continuing 
commodities glut and looming debt maturities for 
many, with an increase in the number of deals and 
interest from China to Canada and Australia, zoning  
in on miners across the continent. 

However, energy, mining and utilities’ (EMU) share of 
total deal volume and value has shrunk. Between 2008 
and 2013 the sector accounted for 38% of overall M&A 
value and 20% of volume. In 2014/2015, other sectors 
emerged as investors have recognised the growth 
opportunities in Africa beyond natural resources. 

South Africa was once again the busiest M&A market  
in Africa, making up more than half of total deals on the 
continent. These were mostly focused on the industrial 
and chemicals, financial services and EMU sectors.

While 62% of the deal flow stemmed from domestic 
investors, inbound activity was boosted not only by 
the US and the UK but also by the UAE. The tie-up 
between UAE-based Al-Noor Hospitals and South 
Africa’s Medi-Clinic for US$11.4bn resulted in the 
continent’s top deal in 2015. The consumer sector’s 
share of deal volume was up to 13% in 2014/2015 from 
7% between 2008 and 2013, with value rising from 13% 
to 15%. A growing middle class, a young population 
and huge scope for growth continue to encourage 
deals in this space. In 2015, deals such as Unilever’s 
US$215m investment in Unilever Nigeria and UK-
based beverage company Diageo’s acquisition of the 
remaining 50% in South African sorghum beer brewer 
United National Breweries are examples of how 
foreign investors have recognised the opportunities 
that consumer businesses offer in Africa.

DEAL VOLUME SPLIT BY SECTOR

DEAL VALUE SPLIT BY SECTOR
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Another sector that saw its share of M&A deal flow 
grow was pharma, medical and biotech (PMB). This 
sector made up just 2% in value terms between 2008 
and 2013, yet it grew to 20% over the past two years. 
Although the Medi-clinic deal and Canadian drug 
developer Valeant Pharmaceuticals move to buy Egypt-
based Amoun Pharmaceutical Industries in Egypt for 
US$800m inflated the deal value figure for the sector 
in 2015, transactions such as the sale of South African 
Aspen Pharmacare to Litha Pharma, a subsidiary of 
Irish group Endo International, for US$130m, shows 
that there are mid-market deals in the sector too.

Although the share of deals and value for TMT  
and financial services eased in 2014/2015, these 
segments are expected to remain active in the year 
ahead. In the case of telecommunications, the sheer 
volume of customers across the continent and the 
need to maintain infrastructure will continue to 
stimulate deals. 

French telco Orange, for example, increased its 
market share in North Africa with a 5% stake in the 
Egyptian Company for Mobile Services (ECMS) for 
US$184m and a 9% stake in Morocco’s Medi Telecom. 
With the latter transaction, Orange now holds 49% 
giving the French company access to 13 million mobile 
subscribers which represents a 31% market share. 

Inbound upside
While domestic, regional deals in Africa still 
outnumber inbound investment, deals originating 
from overseas saw the highest share of M&A on 
Mergermarket record. As emerging market currencies 
struggled in 2015, the strengthened US dollar propped 
up deal flow and deal value climbed to US$19.2bn 
in 2015 from US$11.2bn in 2014. Attractive growth 
prospects and valuations drew foreign buyers, who 
were looking for alternative places to invest in the 
face of competitive bidding and high valuations in 
Europe, falling stock markets in China and economic 
challenges in other emerging markets such as Brazil. 

M&A outlook
Overall, despite the difficulties posed by volatile 
currency, commodity price fluctuations and elections 

in key markets such as Nigeria early in 2015, Africa’s 
M&A market drew steady investment. The key EMU 
sector continued to account for most activity, but 
strong showings from industries such as consumer  
and PMB demonstrated the diverse range of 
opportunities in Africa. 

And the outlook for dealmaking in 2016 is positive. 
The election in Nigeria, an M&A powerhouse on 
the continent, has passed smoothly, which will give 
dealmakers confidence and more certainty. There is a 
good pipeline for deals that has built up and could now 
start to flow as investors begin to scout opportunities, 
including distressed assets in the energy segment.

Increasing amounts of capital flowing into the region, 
through PE funds and overseas investors especially, 
should also stimulate activity in areas outside of Kenya, 
Nigeria and South Africa where most activity has taken 
place historically, as investors move to enter new 
frontier markets and seek out deals in less competitive 
M&A environments.

Finally, the economic fundamentals point to huge 
potential for African M&A. The population is young,  
the middle class is growing and there is huge demand 
for goods, services, infrastructure and resources in  
a continent that is still underserved in these respects.

AFRICAN PRIVATE EQUITY 2008-2015
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METHODOLOGY
In the fourth quarter of 2015, Mergermarket interviewed 

100 investors and advisers who are based in Africa and 
have been involved in deals on the continent within the past 

two years – including corporate executives, private equity 
investors, legal advisers and investment bankers – about 

their experience in the M&A market and their expectations 
for the year ahead. All responses are anonymous and 

results are presented in aggregate.
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In which region do you conduct the majority 
of your deals? 

In which of the following regions are  
you based? 

In Africa, what was the average size of 
deal(s) you worked on?

In your last M&A deal, which of the following 
best describes the seller? 

Central Africa

East Africa

North Africa

West Africa

South Africa 43%

17%

17%

17%

6%

Central Africa

East Africa

West Africa

North Africa

South Africa 47%

17%

16%

15%

5%

6%

23%

67%

4%

74%

20%

6%

 Over US$250m
 US$15m-US$100m

 US$100m-US$250m
 Under US$15m

 Privately owned  business
 Government/ public entity

 Publicly listed  business
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Do you expect the level of M&A activity in 
Africa to change over the next 12 months?

58%

42%

As global M&A reaches record highs, dealmaking 
confidence is spilling over into Africa. Propped up by 
cash-rich international buyers and steadily increasing 
volumes of inter-African M&A, survey respondents  
are enthusiastic about deal flow on the continent.
All survey respondents believe deal volumes will 
increase as investors turn to the continent to find  
growth. Indeed, 42% anticipate that M&A activity  
will increase greatly in the year ahead.

“The amount of investments in the region have 
increased and many companies are taking advantage 
of the availability of capital and the improving business 
conditions to carry out deals in the region. This will 
only increase in the coming year and we expect it  
to risein a big way,” says an Algeria-based director  
of finance.

The dealmakers polled also note that consolidation 
opportunities across a number of industries and the 
attractive pricing of high-quality targets will also spur 
M&A in Africa. “M&A activity will increase greatly as 
several sectors are ripe for consolidation and the level  
of growth and opportunity outweighs the risks, given  
the size and potential of the market,” says a corporate 
group chief financial officer from South Africa.

10

 Increase somewhat  Increase greatly

SURVEY 
FINDINGS
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In which of the following sectors do you expect to see the greatest increase in 
dealmaking activity in Africa over the next 12 months? (Please select top three 
where 1= greatest increase and 3= third greatest increase)

 Transportation

 Agriculture

 Business Services

 Pharma, Medical & Biotech

 Construction

TMT

 Consumer

 Industrial & Chemicals

 Energy, Mining & Utilities 42% 23% 14%

21% 32% 19%

19% 11% 19%

14% 13% 16%
2%

11%

4%

6% 7%

3%

13%

8%
1%

1%

1%

1%

The energy, mining and utilities sector is expected  
to generate the most M&A activity in Africa, according 
to almost four fifths (79%) of those polled. 

Respondents cite the need for technology and the 
emergence of a distressed asset environment as  
key drivers, while rising energy demand in Africa  
will also ensure the return on investment. 

“The greatest increase in dealmaking in Africa will be 
seen in the energy sector. Distressed oil and gas assets 
are gaining demand in the global market with buyers 
aiming to leverage the undervalued but potentially 
performing assets in this emerging region,” says a 
corporate director of finance based in South Africa. 

Industrial & chemicals (72%) is seen as the second 
busiest sector in the next 12 months.“The industrial 
and chemicals sector will experience an increase 
in dealmaking activity in Africa as the cost of raw 
materials is low and the possibility of achieving higher 
cost savings is very likely,” a chief financial officer  
in South Africa says.

In line with a growing middle class and strong 
domestic consumption in Africa, respondents see  

the consumer industry (49%) as the third most 
attractive sector for prospective M&A in 2016.

“The consumer sector, especially food and beverages, 
has been growing in a big way. There has been a rise 
in the demand for consumer goods across the region,” 
says a chief strategy officer located in Mauritius.

“Energy prices have hit all-time lows and 
this has caused valuations in the industry to 
fall considerably. This is attracting cash-rich 
players from other regions to take advantage 
and implement expansion strategies by 
acquiring businesses and assets in Africa 
and later making use of its resources to drive 
business performance.” 

Corporate director of strategy, Mauretania

11
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For African companies looking to buy, how 
easy is it to raise capital?

How are you planning to finance your next 
acquisition? 

 Family offices

 Asset-based
lending financing

 Public markets
(including IPO)

 Private equity
investment

 Debt markets

 Bank funding

 Cash reserves
66%

9%

11%

9%

52%

67%

97%

48%

33%

31%

15%

3%

1%

1%

In the 2014 study, the majority of respondents (75%) said 
sourcing capital was relatively easy for large businesses 
but more difficult for small ones. In the current survey, 
92% of dealmakers say that raising capital is currently 
more difficult for SMEs than it is for large corporates. 
However, the outlook for 2016 is more upbeat, with  
a third of the respondents expecting capital raising to 
become easy for most companies in 2016.

“Raising capital currently is easy for most large 
companies,” says a finance director at a Moroccan 
company. “However, it is difficult for SMEs as credit 
conditions are tight and regulations seem to act as  
a barrier to fundraising. Most companies will find 
it easier to raise funds in 2016 as governments are 
going to encourage foreign investments and support 
businesses that are willing to take risks.” 

“With an increase in interest by private equity 
players and other financial investors, the level 
of capital availability has grown for the entire 
market. Most companies with credibility and 
aptitude for innovation can easily procure 
finance for their deals.” 

Head of finance, corporate, Angola

The majority of the dealmakers surveyed say they will 
finance their next deal from their own cash reserves 
rather than turning to capital markets or banks.  
Two thirds of the respondents say cash reserves  
will be the most important source of finance for their 
next acquisition.

Some dealmakers favour cash reserves because of  
the execution advantage it offers in a negotiation, while 
others have enjoyed rapid organic growth and built 
strong balance sheets, allowing them to fund their 
own deals even when other options are open to them.

“I feel all of the financing options are open in Africa, 
but a higher portion of financing will be through cash 
as African companies are cash rich and able to spend 
this cash on M&A,” a managing partner in Sierra 
Leone says.

Apart from cash reserves, respondents most frequently 
cited bank loans (67%) and debt markets (52%) as 
sources of funding.  

 In 2016  2015  The most important  All that applies

Challenging for
most companies

Easy for most large
companies, but more

challenging for small to
mid-market companies

Easy for most
companies

3%

64%

33%

92%

8%
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Are you planning to source capital from  
an African financial institution for your 
next acquisition?

What do you think will be the greatest buy-side drivers  
for M&A acquisitions in Africa in the year ahead?

When not using their own cash reserves, 81% of the 
respondents say they will turn to African institutions  
for deal finance.

“African financial institutions will play a major role in 
providing capital for M&A in Africa. Governments are 
pushing for lending activity through financial institutions, 
and these are also opening up to the M&A market,”  
says a finance director in Togo.

“We are planning to gain local financial 
support as there are significant benefits 
attached to this approach. The lenders, 
through their vast network, can give advice  
and refer us to their clients.” 

CFO, private equity firm in Zimbabwe

With cash reserves identified as the major source  
of M&A funding by most respondents, it comes as no 
surprise that 86% of the dealmakers expect cash-rich 
corporate acquirers to be the main driver of M&A in 
Africa in the next 12 months. 

“Cash-rich corporates are definitely occupying a 
significant share in the deal market using their strong 
reserves and influence over the capital markets.  
Meanwhile in-country consolidation has increased over 
the years, especially in the SME market which is also 
growing in size,” a South African finance director says.

African businesses pursuing pan-African expansion 
strategies (85%) and companies consolidating their 
domestic markets (78%) are anticipated to be the other 
main drivers of buy-side deal activity.

 Yes  No  The most important  All that applies

81%

19%

 Incentive to acquire before US
federal reserve interest rate hike

 Technology convergence driven M&A

 Favourable valuations

 Private equity cash reserves

 Supply-side developments e.g. new oil/
gas discoveries, technological progress

 Domestic/in-country
consolidation of market share

 African companies expanding
into other parts of Africa

 Cash-rich corporate acquirers
23%

86%

12%
85%

17%
78%

21%
68%

12%
63%

7%
39%

7%
39%

1%
30%
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What do you think will be the greatest sell-side drivers for M&A acquisitions 
in Africa in the year ahead? 

With regards to the main drivers of sell-side activity, 
the bulk of respondents (80%) expect that most vendors 
will use M&A strategically to fund expansion in more 
profitable business, with 57% saying that sell-side 
deals will be influenced by a focus on core business. 

“African companies are aggressively targeting high-
yielding markets and reviewing their business models 
to carve-out non-core assets to ensure more focus 
on the core areas and to build the operational quality 
and value for a competitive position,” a chief financial 
officer at a Kenyan corporate says.

As was the case in our previous study, private equity 
exits are again expected to be the second biggest 
driver of sell-side M&A (75%), as buyout firms move  
to realise their portfolios at a time when valuations 
are deemed attractive. 

“PE firms are exiting their investments in the African 
market with high valuations and building capital for 
new investments. The return on investments will be 
higher due to the rapid economic growth and the 
easing of regulatory requirements,” a finance director 
based in Zimbabwe says.

 Distress driven M&A

 Foreign companies divesting
non-core assets in Africa

 Refocusing on core areas

 Valuations at top of the curve

 Private equity exits/divestments

 Funding expansion in more
profitable business areas

37%

80%

17%

75%

15%

73%

13%

57%

12%

56%

6%

32%

 The most important  All that applies

Indeed, 73% of the survey’s participants observe that 
valuations are at the top of the curve, which means 
that private equity investors are not the only vendors 
taking advantage of a favourable pricing environment.

A Botswanan head of finance says: “Sellers know that 
there have been buyers in the past who were ready to 
buy assets for the asking price. Sellers are getting  
the prices they are demanding.”
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What do you believe will be the principal obstacles to M&A activity in 
Africa over the next 12 months? 

Regulatory uncertainty, particularly when it comes 
to compliance and integrity issues, ranks as the 
principal obstacle to M&A activity in Africa in 2016 
(86%), followed by operational and security risks (77%) 
and concerns around the transparency, reliability and 
completeness of information (74%).

“In Africa, regulations are not very reliable, as they 
keep changing. This region also sees a lot of economic 
fluctuation, making it risky to invest,” a managing 
director at a private equity firm in Tanzania comments. 
“There are security issues, high crime rates and other 
problems such as data protection issues which make 
security a challenge,” he adds. 

A South Africa-based head of finance says: “Business 
players in Africa have not been well scrutinised 
for ethical standards and have, in some instances, 
made changes to records in a sale, which makes 
transparency and operational risks the biggest 
concern in M&A deals.”

 Currency
volatility

 Economic
uncertainty

 Data protection
/Cyber risk

Political
risks

 Ability
to raise
funds

 Vendor/
acquirer price

dislocation

 Transparency
concerns/ 
reliability/

completeness 
of information

 Operational/
security risks

 Regulatory issues
(Compliance and
integrity issues

with FCPA,
UKBAS, etc)

35%

86%

21%

77%

13%

74%

6%

44%

2%

41%

6%

37%

12%

31%

43%

5%

41%

 The most important  All that applies

“The region may be doing well, but there are 
many socioeconomic problems that can affect 
the market at any given time. Cyber problems 
and data protection have also surfaced as big 
issues over the past few years.” 

Chief strategy officer, Mauritius
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Have you been involved in a failed M&A 
attempt over the past 2 years?

If yes, why did the deal fail to complete?

The concerns raised by respondents on the obstacles 
to M&A are further highlighted by the fact that 42%  
of those polled have been involved in a failed M&A  
bid in the last 24 months.

For most of the respondents who had experienced  
a failed deal, governance or corruption-related  
issues are the main reasons for the deal failing  
to complete (86%).

“We were facing problems due to government 
corruption and the deal was not making any progress. 
So we felt it was better to drop it,” a director of finance 
in Madagascar said.

Sell-side withdrawal (74%) and other regulatory 
or legal factors (71%) are also among the most 
frequently cited obstacles. Respondents who made 
the latter choice were most concerned with labour 
and employment regulations (65%), anti-bribery and 
corruption regulations (13%) and money laundering 
(13%) as impediments to deal completion.

“M&A is relatively new to the African market and there 
is a lot to learn. Most often, deals fail because of the 
sell-side companies withdrawing or because of legal 
issues which are systemic,” says a managing partner 
at a law firm in Liberia.

 The most important  All that applies
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If your deal failed to complete due to legal or 
regulatory factors, please specify

 The most important  All that applies
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 Yes  No

100%

 Data protection regulations

 Environmental regulations

 Import/export regulations

 Antitrust regulations

 Money laundering
regulations

 Anti-bribery & corruption
regulations

 Labour & employment
regulations

65%
87%

13%

x0

67%

63%

50%

50%

33%

13%
73%

3%

3%

3%

Do you expect cross-border dealmaking 
i.e. between different African countries to 
increase in the next 12 months? 

In one of the strongest findings of the survey,  
every single respondent believes that cross-border 
dealmaking between African countries will increase  
in the next 12 months, up from 92% in the previous 
year’s survey. 

“There is a currency difference that countries can 
take advantage of and this expands the market base 
for companies. It also makes businesses in the 
region more efficient and helps them access more 
customers; they can take advantage of tax laws across 
borders and trade agreements too,” says a director  
of finance based in Namibia. 

One respondent points to growth in East Africa.  
“We expect a large increase in countries such as 
Tanzania, Uganda and Kenya. These are close to one 
another and are all doing very well. Doing business 
in the region is easy and geographically well located,” 
says a director of finance from Zimbabwe.
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If yes, what will be the likely strategic 
drivers of this deal? 

Are you planning on being involved in  
a cross-border acquisition in Africa over  
the next 12 months?

The main strategic drivers for cross-border M&A 
in Africa include increasing market share (79%),  
high levels of growth (75%) and geographic 
diversification (74%).

“We are focusing on geographic diversification  
so that we can benefit from differences in currency 
exchange rates,” says a chief financial officer based 
in South Africa.

Geographical diversification has been a particular 
priority for businesses based in African countries that 
are reliant on extractive natural resources such as oil, 
which has seen dramatic price drops.

“We have been restructuring our operations to 
reduce costs in the current oil crisis and are focusing 
on divesting non-productive units to diversify into 
other neighbouring countries. This will help us build 
scalability in the overall business,” says a finance 
director in Algeria.

Bi-lateral trade deals and other efforts by 
governments to promote foreign investment in  
their countries have contributed to the rise in M&A 
on the continent, but more importantly African 
businesses have become more aware of opportunities 
in regional markets and have identified the potential 
for cross-border synergies.

The confidence that M&A between African countries 
will rise is further emphasised by the results showing 
that three quarters of dealmakers surveyed plan to  
be involved in a cross-border deal in 2015.
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Which African country will be the most active cross-border acquirer over the next 12 months?

As was the case in the 2015 survey, South Africa is 
once again tipped to be the most active cross-border 
acquirer in Africa.

“South Africa is currently the most active cross-border 
acquirer and this will continue in the future. The 
market is highly developed and the wealth inherent  
in that market is much greater than other countries,”  
a chief investment officer in Ghana says.

South Africa is followed by Nigeria and Kenya. 
“Nigeria will be an active cross-border buyer as we 
see a high level of fundraising in this market and 
capital strength,” a chief financial officer based  
in Kenya says.

The outlook for Morocco is more positive than it was 
12 months ago, but respondents are less confident  
in the prospects for Egypt and Ghana, which were 
ranked third and fifth most active cross-border 
acquirers in the previous survey.

 Angola

 Cameroon

 Mozambique

 Ghana

 Uganda

 Egypt

 Tanzania

 Morocco

 Kenya

 Nigeria

 South Africa 89% 6% 4%

9% 61% 16%

2% 9% 22%

10% 21%

4% 7%

4% 7%

3% 5%

3% 5%

7%

3%

3%

 1  2  3
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And which African country will be the most attractive target 
to African acquirers over the next 12 months? 

South Africa (61%) also emerges as the country that 
will be the most attractive to other African acquirers in 
2016. Nigeria, which was deemed the most attractive 
market to other African buyers last year, is second 
(52%), followed by Kenya (46%) and Morocco (33%).

Respondents believe that South Africa’s position  
as the most mature M&A market will help to attract 
investors from outside its borders.

“South Africa’s regulations, political environment  
and business conditions are more developed and  
the synergies this market offers make it an attractive 
proposition for buyers,” a chief financial officer 
working in Kenya says. 
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Do you expect inbound acquisitions to  
Africa from bidders outside of the region  
to increase in the next 12 months?

From which global region do you expect 
most buyers to come?

Every single respondent also predicts that inbound 
acquisitions into Africa from bidders based outside  
the continent will increase in 2016.

The dealmakers surveyed believe a combination 
of pressure on companies to make use of unused 
cash piles coupled with a lack of attractive growth 
opportunities in mature markets coupled with 
reasonable valuations in Africa will drive much  
of this deal flow.

“Offshore bidders will definitely try to gain access to 
the African market as valuations are fair, the scope of 
growth is large and there are opportunities in a range 
of sectors,” a director of finance in Ethiopia says.

A director of strategy in the Republic of Congo says: 
“Foreign buyers from outside regions will increase  
in the African market over the next 12 months. Africa 
has significantly improved its appeal through the 
availability of manpower at low costs and huge market 
potential make it a ripe platform.”

Most foreign buyers of African companies will come 
from Europe, according to 41% of those polled, closely 
followed by the Asia-Pacific region (39%) and then 
North America (16%). This is a noticeable shift from the 
previous survey when Europe ranked third behind Asia-
Pacific and North America. Only 27% of respondents 
to the 2014 survey expected Europe to be the most 
prominent buyer region for African targets.

A partner at a law firm in Mozambique says investors 
from the oil and gas sector in Norway and the UK will 
 be especially active in response to low oil prices.
“I am sure many buyers will originate from UK and 
Norway as the countries have underperforming oil 
assets in their own countries. Knowing that Africa has 
regions with scope for improvement in the extraction 
and exploration processes, they will surely target African 
businesses,” the partner says.

For buyers from the Asia-Pacific region, past success 
in African M&A transaction will ensure that this region 
continues to draw interest. 
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Within this region, which country do you think most inbound buyers will come from?

India is expected to deliver the most inbound deals 
according to 25% of the survey participants, followed 
by the UK at 22% then the US (15%) and China (11%).
A managing partner at a law firm in Rwanda, who 
predicts that China will bring the most inbound 
activity, says: “China and India are the greatest 
investors in the region. We expect them to increase 
the amount of investment. Companies from these 
regions are moving into our markets and expanding 
their footprint in the region. We expect them to move 
in here in a big way in the coming months.”

With regards to the US, a director of finance in  
Mali believes a stronger dollar and favourable 
domestic regulatory environment will encourage 
dealmakers from the country to look towards  
Africa for opportunities.

“The strengthening dollar and a positive economic  
and regulatory environment has enhanced the capital 
position of businesses and encouraged them to use 
their capital for making investments in Africa,” the 
director says.

A director of finance from Algeria points out 
that inbound activity from the UAE shouldn’t be 
underestimated, as countries in the region are actively 
diversifying their economies beyond oil and gas. “The 
UAE is getting away from its energy dependency and 
they are exploring developing markets to establish 
growth in other sectors for which Africa is the 
preferred choice,” the director says.
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In which of the following sectors do you expect most of the inbound M&A activity from 
overseas to take place? (Please select top 3 where 1=most active and 3=third most active)

As was the case in last year’s survey, the energy, 
mining and utilities and industrial and chemicals 
sectors are expected to yield the most attractive 
targets for inbound deals. TMT and the consumer 
sectors are tipped to be the other strong pillars  
of M&A on the continent, which also mirrors the 
previous survey’s results.

“The energy, mining and utilities sector will experience 
the most M&A activity as businesses are not able to 
manage the sudden change and large collapse of the 
oil price,” a Moroccan director of finance says.

A chief financial officer in South Africa says: “Overseas 
telecommunications, technology and energy (TMT) 
corporates are extensively targeting Africa, with an eye 
on rising [domestic] demand, improved technologies, 
better infrastructure growth and the availability of 
natural resources.”
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“Changing consumer preferences, increased 
use of technology and mobile applications 
in daily life have created opportunities in 
the TMT sector. The energy sector will be 
targeted in order to gain advantages from 
new discoveries and technology usage in 
exploration activities.” 

Director of finance, Mali
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In which region will inbound acquisitions 
increase the most?

In which country will inbound acquisitions 
from overseas increase the most?

In terms of the regions within Africa that will be the 
most attractive to inbound M&A investors, Southern 
Africa leads the way, chosen by 58% of investors. East 
Africa, which only ranked fourth in the previous year’s 
survey, moves up to second (18%).

More attention on East Africa comes as no surprise as 
consumer growth and increasing trade links between 
the countries drive forward the bloc’s economy. 

“East Africa is doing well. They are growing faster 
than other economies in the region and are forecast 
to grow very fast in the coming years. Kenya has even 
outdone South Africa in terms of its growth,” says  
a managing partner at a law firm in Cameroon.

Looking at individual countries, the large economies 
of South Africa (51%) and Nigeria (20%) are chosen  
as the ones that will see the most inbound activity 
from overseas buyers.

“Nigeria will be a ripe target market for overseas 
acquirers. The economic growth over the past years 
has been robust and the inflation rate has come under 
control. The labour market has also developed,”  
a director of strategy in the Republic of the Congo 
says. Being the strongest country in the East African 
cluster, Kenya, was chosen by 14% of respondents 
as the third most popular target for overseas 
dealmakers. 

“This economy has good ties with its neighbours 
and it is the largest economy on that side of Africa. 
Doing business there is easy and it is also quite stable 
politically,” says a director of strategy based in Angola.
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What do you think will be the main drivers for inbound acquisitions? 

Expansion by Chinese and Indian companies is  
the main driver for inbound acquisitions (35%).
According to respondents, corporates from these 
countries have built up experience in African M&A  
and already have a large presence on the continent. 
“Indian and Chinese companies expanding globally  
are primarily entering African markets as the 
valuations are pretty competitive and the market 
response to their products is positive,” a managing 
director in Mauritius says.

India has also recently begun to improve relations 
with Africa at a top government level, which will likely 
increase cross-border deals into Africa. 

The improved regulatory environment (16%) also 
features among the important factors driving inbound 
deal flow. “The regulatory climate in Africa has 
improved with more encouragement for foreign players 
that wish to offer capital to local businesses or set 
up their own operations. Companies are also willing 
to take a minority position in deals and are showing 
flexibility in negotiations,” says a chief financial officer 
in Botswana.
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Increased transparency for dealmaking

Improved political stability

Favourable valuations

Availability of targets

Economic recovery in the US and Europe

Improved regulatory climate in Africa

Stronger GDP growth in target country

Chinese and Indian companies expanding 35%

21%

16%

12%
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3%

3%
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“The Indian government has plans to travel  
to Africa to improve economic ties as the 
African markets offer a great opportunity to 
make a profit based on foreign investment 
rules and favourable regulations.” 

Director of finance, Morocco
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Where do you expect most of the outbound 
activity to be directed over the next 12 
months? (Rank from 1 to 5 where 1=most 
active and 5 = fifth most active) 

The most outbound activity from Africa is expected  
to be directed into Europe (44%), then Asia-Pacific 
(34%) and North America (18%), according to  
survey respondents.

A managing partner at a law firm in Liberia says 
the sovereign debt crisis in Europe and economic 
slowdown in the region have created opportunities 
for African buyers to acquire distressed assets at 
favourable valuations with predictable returns  
on investment.

“European businesses are facing challenges due to 
instability and currency fluctuations which has impacted 
valuations and made it feasible for African players to 
target businesses that align with their core business 
sector,” says a Morocco-based director of finance.

A chief financial officer in South Africa says: 
“Outbound activity will be directed mainly to 
regions like Central and Eastern Europe as the 
strategic buyers from Africa are trying to make a 
smart entry into the developed European region by 
taking advantage of the slow economic growth and 
decreased market valuations.”
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Do you expect outbound dealmaking from 
Africa to the rest of the world to increase in 
the next 12 months?

Survey participants are also confident that outbound 
activity from Africa into the rest of the world will 
increase in 2016, with only 1% saying it won’t.
Deals such as South African private equity firm 
~Brait’s purchases of UK clothing retailer New 
Look and The Foschini Group’s acquisition of 
British womenswear brand Phase Eight have given 
African buyers confidence to diversify and expand 
their businesses globally and acquire brands and 
technology that can be used to develop their interests 
in domestic markets.

“African businesses will take risks by combining 
their capabilities and expanding into regions that 
are currently in distress due to changing economic 
conditions with the hope of gaining access to 
operational teams and research experts who can 
help them maintain sustainability in their domestic 
business,” says a head of finance in Morocco.
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In which of the following sectors do you expect to see the most outbound dealmaking 
over the next 12 months? 

Energy, mining and utilities (42%), industrials (34%) 
and consumer (19%) are expected to be the busiest 
sectors when it comes to outbound deal activity.

Volatility in energy and commodity pricing is seen as 
one of the main drivers for outbound activity in energy, 
mining and utilities. Targets that otherwise would have 
been too expensive when prices were higher are now 
within the reach of African companies, who are also 
seeking to grow into global businesses.

A chief financial officer in Botswana says: “The energy 
sector has been going through several challenges 
with demand and price fluctuations. This has made it 
imperative for businesses to act on the opportunity of 
fair valuations overseas which could not be targeted 
previously due to high price expectations.”
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What is the biggest obstacle to outbound 
activity? 

What do you expect to happen to the level 
of private equity buyouts and exits in Africa 
over the next 12 months?

Pursuing outbound deals, however, can be challenging. 
Nine out of 10 survey respondents say regulatory 
hurdles in target countries are the main obstacle  
to outbound deals. This differs significantly from the 
previous survey, when difficulties in raising finance was 
seen as the main obstacle to outbound deals. 

“The regulatory environment in Africa is not very well 
structured and hence dealing with a target country’s 
higher standard of regulatory requirements is very 
challenging,” a Rwanda-based director of strategy 
says. “Complying with these requirements requires 
detailed business discipline which African businesses 
lack and this is a big obstacle when entering 
international markets.”

A lack of experience can also lead to difficulties in 
implementing synergies and managing supply chains, 
which 84% identify as a challenge.

“The biggest obstacle to outbound M&A activity is the 
difficulty in implementing synergies in supply chains,” 
according to a corporate head of strategy in Nigeria. 
“African businesses lack the experience and fail to identify 
the synergistic opportunities presented by the target.”

The vast majority of respondents expect private equity 
activity in Africa to climb in 2016. New buyouts are 
predicted to increase by all respondents, with 58%  
of respondents expecting a significant increase. 

“The level of private equity buyouts in Africa will 
increase greatly over the next 12 months as there 
are opportunities available at fair valuations, and the 
competition is not as high as other regions like Europe 
and Asia,” a director of finance in Benin says.

The outlook for exit activity is also positive, with 87% 
predicting that exit activity will increase. Only 13% 
expect exits to remain the same, with none expecting 
a drop off. A managing director at a PE firm in Ghana 
says: “Exits will increase as valuations will be good 
enough to get a profit on sales and firms will want  
to divest in such conditions as they intend to raise 
capital to make further acquisitions.”

 Exits  Buyouts
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What proportion of private equity activity 
during this period will come from local and 
international private equity firms?  
Mean shown

What in your view are the key obstacles facing private equity 
investors? (Please rank the top 2, where 1=top obstacle)

More than half of private equity activity (54%) will 
come from local PE houses according to the survey, 
but deals from overseas private equity firms will  
not be too far behind, accounting for 46% of activity.

“Local and international private equity players will  
be equally active in making investments mainly 
because growth opportunities, government support 
and the scope of maximising value are promising  
in Africa,” says a director of finance in Benin.

Regulatory hurdles, competition from corporates and 
resistance from business owners when it comes to 
handing over management control are ranked as the 
main obstacles to private equity activity in Africa. Access 
to capital, which ranked as the third single biggest 
obstacle to private equity buyouts in the previous survey, 
however, is ranked by only 1% of respondents as the 
biggest obstacle in this year’s survey.

“Private equity investors will face regulatory hurdles 
based on their methods of fee charging and value 
collection techniques as well as their approach of 
exiting investments for quick profits,” a director of 
finance in South Africa says.

On competition from corporates, a managing director 
at a PE firm in Kenya comments: “Competition from 
corporates during the auction process is the key 
obstacle facing private equity investors. Quality targets 
in the region are in great demand and usually the 
large-cap corporates with big cash reserves are ready 
to pay premiums.”

 Local  International
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In which sectors do you expect to see most private equity activity over the next 12 months? 
(Please rank the top 3, where 1=most activity)

The sectors in which private equity is expected to 
be the most active broadly mirror the most popular 
sectors for the wider M&A market. Energy, mining  
and utilities and consumer again rank in the top  
three most popular sectors. 

“Private equity players will mostly focus on energy 
assets. Those businesses are open to PE investments 
as they are under pressure due to volatility, and  
are seeking both capital and strategic expertise,”  
a director of finance in Benin says.

One difference from the wider M&A picture is that 
TMT is seen as a more active area for private equity 
and ranks higher than industrials. “TMT will see 
the biggest increase in private equity activity. TMT 
companies have strong intrinsic growth potential  
and R&D capabilities,” a managing director of an  
East African private equity firm says.
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“Financial services will be open to 
investment as the sector is expected to 
transform as interest rates get revised,  
debt conditions are tightened and the  
value of businesses increases.” 

Managing director, Ghana
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If yes, which areas do you use external 
advisory for? (Please select the most 
important)

When doing a deal in Africa, do you engage 
an external adviser?

Almost nine in 10 (88%) say they engage an external 
adviser when doing a deal in Africa, with only 12%  
of respondents saying that they don’t.

“Doing business in Africa, especially M&A, 
without an adviser who has worked in these 
markets before can be difficult. We need 
advice related to laws and environmental 
regulations and issues such as how to avoid 
paying bribes and how political changes will 
affect our business.” 

General manager, Swaziland

The survey shows that more than half of respondents 
view a legal adviser as the most important hire, with 
19% choosing a due diligence or forensics adviser as 
the most crucial external adviser, and 11% selecting 
a cybersecurity and IT-related risk adviser as the 
main priority.

“We take on advisers to help us against cyber threats 
and we use one for legal advice. Our managers look 
into the finances but the advisers double check for 
us,” a Zimbabwe-based director of finance says.
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What do you think are the most important criteria in selecting an adviser 
for a transaction in Africa?

Local experience and relationships are viewed  
as having particular importance when choosing an 
adviser. Forty per cent say they need an adviser with 
local market experience who is familiar to and with 
acquisition targets, governments and regulatory 
authorities, and who can help a buyer avoid any  
delays and judge the political climate.

A managing partner at a law firm in Sierra Leone 
says: “It is important to have someone who has been 
practising in the market or has been a part of that 
business. They should have good local relationships with 
the business and the main authorities in the region.”

Local relationships are ranked as the second  
most important attribute for an adviser, followed by 
sector expertise. “Having local support and advice 
is more effective and through local influence we 
can get all the approvals much faster. Also, political 
interference can be resolved with the help of local 
advisers,” says a partner at a PE firm in South Africa.
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79%

21%

How important is due diligence to you when 
doing a deal in Africa?

What importance do you allocate to cyber 
security when doing an M&A deal in Africa?

Four in five respondents (79%) say that due diligence 
is very important when doing a deal in Africa with 21% 
saying that it is somewhat important. No respondents 
say that due diligence is not important.

A managing director in Ghana says: “Due diligence 
is important in every deal made in Africa. There are 
underlying issues which could be hidden and being 
certain on the right choice is important so that the 
expectations of investments are met.”

Cyber security is given the highest importance  
by 60% of respondents with 39% saying it is 
reasonably important. Only 1% of those polled  
say it is of minor importance.

“Cyber security was given the highest importance 
while doing a deal in Africa because it is necessary  
to safeguard the image of the business and to deal 
with a business that has maintained a clean record  
in cyber security,” says a finance director in Benin.

 Very important  Somewhat important
 The highest importance
 Minor importance

 Reasonably important
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In which of the following areas has your firm performed due diligence during 
an M&A transaction in Africa?

Given earlier responses that indicate concerns 
around transparency, data breaches and political 
risk, it is no surprise that the focus areas for due 
diligence are on protection against downside risk, 
with legal (82%), operational (73%) and the security 
of IT and systems (71%).

“We have to have a clear picture of these 
areas before entering a deal as we have 
to make sure the risks involved are at the 
lowest possible levels. Therefore having 
insights into the target’s financials, legal 
processes, intellectual property, operational 
processes and tax systems is very important 
and we engage a dedicated team  
to thoroughly examine these areas  
before investing.” 

Partner, private equity firm, South Africa

 Social

 Tax

 Anti-bribery and corruption

 IP

 Financial

 Information protection (robustness  and
integrity of information systems and cyber)

 Operational

 Legal 82%

73%

71%

55%

53%

47%

47%

31%
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When doing a deal in Africa, which part of the M&A transaction cycle do you 
feel is most difficult to complete?

Initial due diligence is chosen by 89% of the 
dealmakers polled as the most difficult part of  
an M&A transaction to complete, followed closely  
by post-merger integration (82%).

“The trend of African businesses not being clear in 
everything they share is commonly known and this is 
evident during the initial due diligence process as they 
do not prepare materials well. This leads to confusion 
and time passing when the case could be different,”  
a finance director based in South Africa says.

A managing partner at a law firm in Sierra Leone 
says: “Just getting a target to do business with is 
tough, after that carrying out the due diligence 
process can be an even more difficult process.”

Agreeing on price is ranked as the third biggest 
obstacle to completion (76%). “Agreeing on the final 
price of the asset is the most difficult part of the M&A 
transaction cycle,” says a group director of finance in 
Malawi. “Most assets are overvalued and sellers do 
not base their decisions on market valuations, so this 
makes it difficult for dealmakers.”

35

 Identifying the target

 Agreeing on price

 Planning post-merger integration

 Initial due diligence
31%

89%

34%

20%

76%

42%

82%

15%

60%

 The most important  All that applies

"Initial due-diligence turns out to be the 
biggest challenge for African businesses, 
especially in the case of carve-outs as there 
is lack of clarity in the ownership structures 
and the perimeters are not well defined."

CFO, South Africa



FEATURE 
NIGERIA 

Nigeria’s rich natural resources, 
large population and favourable 

demographics ensured that the country 
remained one of the busiest and most 

attractive M&A markets in Africa in 
2015 despite currency volatility and a 

period of uncertainty leading up to the 
presidential election.

Nigeria, one of the largest and most active M&A 
markets in Africa in 2015, delivered a year of steady 
deal flow in 2015 with 25 deals worth US$3.2bn. Deal 
activity was down 22% from 2014, which saw 32 deals 
worth US$9.5bn. Investor confidence in the Nigerian 
M&A market was strengthened by the conclusion 
of a presidential election in March, which had been 
postponed in early February. However, this coincided with 
a weakening oil price – oil accounts for approximately 
70% of government revenue – and related currency 
volatility that resulted in the Naira dropping to more than 
N200 to the US dollar at official exchange rates. 

Afolabi Olorode, Head of Financial Advisory and Equity 
Capital Markets at FBNQuest, says the country’s size, 
population and consumer trends make it more resilient 
to these challenges.

“The sheer size of Nigeria’s population and GDP 
makes it an attractive market compared with every 
other country in Africa. It is the biggest economy in 
Africa but most sectors are still underserved, which 
means there is massive growth potential,” says 
Olorode. “You would have to invest in a number of 
different countries to match the scale of opportunity 
present in Nigeria.”

Local content
The scope of the opportunity in the country, and the 
limitations a weakening currency has placed on 
outbound dealmaking, contributed to an increase in 
domestic M&A activity in Nigeria, which for over the past 
two years has accounted for nearly half of M&A volume. 

“Nigeria has been facing some challenges with 
exchange rates and clamours for devaluation, so we’re 
probably not as competitive when it comes to outbound 
deals. But we feel that there is still a lot of work to do 
here. The domestic market is underserved as it is,  
so there is no need to go out and start exploring the 
region or the continent,” says Olorode.

There were 11 domestic deals in 2015 worth US$1.5bn, 
with local oil and gas companies such as Seplat 
Petroleum and FIRST Exploration & Petroleum 
Development Company dominating the deal flow with  
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the acquisition of Oil Mining Licenses as oil majors such 
as Shell and Chevron are exiting their Nigerian assets.

The country’s rich natural resources mean the 
energy, mining and utilities sector still delivered 
more deals than any other sector, 28% of total deal 
volume and 54% of deal value, and distress among 
exploration and production and oilfield services 
companies amid the downturn in oil prices is sure  
to yield more opportunities in the sector in 2016.
Another appealing aspect of the Nigerian deal 
market is that it has diversified beyond natural 
resources and has established a firm market for 
M&A in the TMT, financial services and consumer 
sectors, which all account for an increasing share  
of deal volume.

Deals such as US-based cereal maker Kellogg’s 
US$450m acquisition of food distributor Multi-pro 
Enterprise, and Unilever’s proposed US$215m 
investment for a 25% stake in Unilever Nigeria, are 
examples of a deal market that offers opportunities 
across a variety of industries and demonstrate the 
strength of Nigeria’s consumer market.

The growth in sectors outside of oil and gas has 
proven to be especially attractive for private equity 
players, who see Nigeria as offering targets of 
sufficient size to serve as platforms for regional  
and pan-African expansion. One example is UK-
based private equity firm Actis’s $62m purchase  
of a majority stake in Sigma Pensions.

“Private equity investors who are looking for 
businesses of a certain scale make a first investment 
of around US$15m, and then follow up with a rollup 
strategy where, through the platform, they acquire 
other smaller players. This enables private equity 
investors to deploy a more sizable chunk of a fund,” 
says Olorode.

Bumpy road
The Nigerian M&A market also poses risks, says 
Olorode, adding that currency risk remains a 
primary concern. Uncertainty around regulation is 
a second concern, especially after MTN, the largest 

mobile operator in Africa, incurred a US$5.2bn fine 
from Nigerian authorities (which was subsequently 
reduced) for failing to cut off unregistered users.  
The original fine was double MTN’s annual profits.

Despite these concerns, however, the outlook for 
Nigerian M&A in 2016 is positive. The presidential 
election in 2015 resulted in a smooth handover of 
power, which will take much uncertainty out of the 
market. “We closed five deals in 2015 including acting 
as exclusive adviser to FBN Holdings Plc on the sale  
of its 100% equity in FBN Microfinance Bank to 
Letshego Holdings Limited," says Olorode. 

On his thoughts for 2016, Olorode explains that 
“compared to 2015, this year should be much better. 
Last year investors were hesitant due to risks 
associated with the election and the volatility of the 
Naira. We could see an increase of as much as 50% in 
deal volume because last year was quite modest.” 
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FEATURE 
CYBER SECURITY 
IN AFRICAN M&A

The use of technology in African M&A 
processes is developing dramatically as 
infrastructure improves and awareness 

around data security grows. 

IT and internet infrastructure in Africa has lagged 
developed markets for years, curtailing the use of 
virtual data rooms and other online tools in African 
dealmaking. In recent years, however, the market has 
transformed to the point where DataSites and online 
due dilligence platforms are now standard in the vast 
majority of M&A processes.

Mergermarket’s survey of more than 100 dealmakers 
on the continent finds that almost three quarters 
of those polled (74%) use virtual data rooms for 
transactions in Africa.

Merlin Piscitelli, a director at Merrill DataSite, says the 
development of wireless and mobile internet access  
has been a major reason for the evolution. “I’ve dealt  
in Africa for the last 10 years and I’ve watched a market 
that has changed. There used to be no such thing as a 
virtual data room and horrendous internet speeds where 
people couldn’t actually access a virtual data room to do 
due diligence. Now we see an emerging market that has 
skipped over other forms of wired computers to mobile 
devices and wireless dongles with faster speeds than 
people get in their offices.”

Security conscious
As the use of technology to execute deals has 
increased, so has the awareness around cyber 
security and the protection of confidential data.
In the Mergermarket survey, cyber security is given 
the highest importance by 60% of respondents,  
with 39% saying it is reasonably important. Only  
1% of those polled say it is of minor importance.

External data breaches, meanwhile, rank as the 
biggest data-related risk, with respondents giving 
it a 5.65 score (on a scale where 1 is not risky and 6 
is extremely risky). Internal data leaks score the next 
highest at 5.13, closely followed by cyber intrusions 
(5.17) and intrusions into IT systems (5.09).
Piscitelli says dealmakers in Africa are adapting 
technology to suit their specific needs and are very 
conscious of protecting their data and systems.

“Previously the goal was simply to get everything 
digitised in some way, in an electronic format that was 
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semi-organised. Now everything is digitised, organised 
and protected. Dealmakers are looking at technology 
and the security protecting their data as a vital thing in 
any process that they’re running,” Piscitelli says.

The rise in the use of technology in deals and the 
increased awareness of security risks can also 
be explained by the rise in transactions in Africa, 
particularly from foreign investors. 

As the percentage of inbound M&A into Africa has 
increased (from 39% of total African deal value in  
2008 to 70% in 2015) vendors have become more 
conscious of who is interested in their companies,  
the reasons for this interest and how to protect IP  
and commercial data when there are so many  
parties eager to look it over.

“The entry into Africa from investors from all parts 
of the world automatically makes somebody ask 
why a potential buyer wants access. There is now 
competitive tension from a global audience and that 
shifts the mindset. A vendor doesn’t have to give  
a buyer everything because it’s the only one party 
that’s interested,” Piscitelli says. “There is now  
a very diverse group of buyers looking at every  
asset and that naturally increases the risk.”

A way to go
Despite the increase in the use of data rooms  
in African M&A and the recognition of the security 
benefits the technology offers, there is still a sizeable 
minority of dealmakers who remain concerned about 
using data rooms.

According to Mergermarket’s survey the 26% of 
respondents who do not use data rooms are either 
unfamiliar with the technology, concerned about  
costs or reticent because the regulatory framework 
for putting data online is not mature enough.

Piscitelli says that in South Africa and Nigeria, the 
two engine rooms of African M&A, data rooms will 
be standard, but that in other smaller jurisdictions, 
where M&A volumes are lower, it will take time for  
the technology to take hold.

“Outside of Johannesburg and Lagos the market 
is very fragmented. There are a number of smaller 
transactions in a variety of jurisdictions. As you move 
down the value ladder there is less familiarity because 
these markets haven’t had an event that’s going to 
require such a thing as a data room, or online due 
dilligence platform,” Piscitelli explains.

As the African deal market grows and matures, 
however, the uptake of data room technology is likely 
to track that expansion as dealmakers become more 
conscious about protecting their data, controlling what 
bidders can see, meeting the regulatory requirements 
of jurisdictions where inbound bidders are based and 
reducing the risk of leaks.

“You still see a nervousness from boards about putting 
all their company documents, employment agreements, 
lease agreements, pricing strategies, five-year plans etc. 
online,” Piscitelli says. “But there is recognition that  
a virtual data room gives more control and is more 
secure than a paper room. It provides the infrastructure  
to authenticate somebody using the site, tracking will 
know who they are and what they’re doing. That gives  
you such valuable information to run a more efficient  
and intelligent process.”

Do you use virtual data rooms for 
transactions in Africa?

On a scale of 1 to 6 where 1 = not at all risky 
and 6 = extremely risky, please rate the 
following data-related risks: Mean shown

Intrusions in
IT systems

Cyber intrusions

Data leaks
(internal source)

Data breaches
(external source)

5.65

5.13

5.17

 5.09

No 26%Yes 74%



FEATURE 
EAST AFRICA 

The diversified East African M&A markets are 
becoming increasingly attractive in the face 
of declining commodity prices which weigh 

heavily across the continent. A strong culture of 
entrepreneurship and mature financial markets 

in the region mean it is catching up fast.

M&A activity in East Africa was stable in 2015, with 32 
transactions – only marginally less than the 34 deals in 
2014. Deal value also mirrored the previous year’s figures 
with US$1.14bn, 11% lower than the previous year.
It is the year ahead, however, that has dealmakers excited 
about the region. In Mergermarket's survey, East Africa 
was ranked as the second most attractive region on the 
continent for inbound investment after southern Africa, 
up from fourth last year.

Strong economic growth in 2015 is the primary driver 
for the optimism. East Africa had a projected GDP 
growth forecast of 5.6% in 2015, compared to 4.6% for 
Sub-Saharan Africa as a whole, according to the African 
Development Bank. The forecast for 2016 points to 
expansion of GDP growth to 6.7% for East Africa.

“East Africa is very attractive for investors. Economies 
in the region are developing rapidly. The region is also 
known for having a generation of young, well-educated, 
successful entrepreneurs,” says Stephanie Lhomme, 
Senior Managing Director, Europe and Africa, at Control 
Risks.“These are more open than previous generations 
to accepting outside capital in order to modernise their 
operations or expand beyond their home market."

New horizons
Unlike other regions (South Africa aside), where deal 
activity is dominated by energy, deal flow in East Africa 
was spread across a range of sectors. In 2015, the largest 
deals in the region included UK-based banking group 
Old Mutual’s US$156m acquisition of a 37.7% stake in 
Kenyan financial services company UAP Holdings; Swiss 
asset manager Quantum Global Alternative Investments’ 
acquisition of construction company Savannah Cement; 
and Indian-owned drug manufacturer Cipla’s purchase 
of a 51% stake in Ugandan pharmaceutical distributor 
Quality Chemicals for US$30m. 

“What draws investors to East Africa is the diversity of 
opportunities. You have a cluster of countries with similar 
growth stories but distinct markets. They offer investors 
everything from growth and impact investment to more 
established large targets, and that variety plays to the 
region’s strengths,” says Maria Knapp, Director, Europe 
and Africa at Control Risks.
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Lhomme adds that “public-private partnerships (PPP) 
will rise as they will be critical to development in East 
Africa. However, they will require a regulatory framework 
that satisfies both the profit targets of investors and the 
broader mandate of governments. The first investors 
engaging in such PPPs will need to be diligent in their 
risks assessment and mitigation approach to be resilient 
to the challenges presented by such partnerships." 

Private equity (PE) firms are also eyeing East Africa 
and some have made a strong push into Ethiopia. For 
example, in 2014, US PE firm KKR invested US$200m 
in Ethiopian flower business Afriflora. “In Ethiopia, 
the economy is much more driven by the government, 
including by channeling investments through its own 
investment arm. As a consequence, there may be more 
big-ticket items,” says Knapp. 

The scarcity of large-cap investments in established PE 
regions such as South Africa has also forced firms to 
hunt for deals in East Africa. "Successful medium-sized 
businesses can be the base for growth investments as 
they seek to expand outside of the region," says Lhomme. 

Kenya’s mature financial services sector continued 
to attract global PE investment as banks are looking 
to strengthen their capital base. Early in 2015, 
Norwegian government-owned PE firm Norfund 
bought a 12.22% stake in Kenyan Equity Group Holding 
for US$257m. Kenya has kept its position as the 
leading M&A hotspot in East Africa. “Going forward 
the insurance sector will remain the likeliest focus 
area for deals due to its high growth potential as well 
as the higher capital demands. The other key sectors 
that will attract PE in East Africa will probably be 
consumer, manufacturing, technology and telecoms, 
and healthcare," says Knapp.

Work still to do
Investment in East Africa is not without its risks. Security 
issues continue to be a broader concern, and corruption 
remains a major issue despite efforts to root it out. The 
state is entrenched in many aspects of business; there 
are vested interests in many countries and sectors; and 
there have been elements of populism in economic policy. 
However, there are steps that investors can take to reduce 

these risks.“Companies should focus on information and 
visibility in terms of the people, businesses, government 
and authorities that they will interface with, and put that 
information in context” Knapp says.

Lhomme feels that a long-term view is absolutely vital. 
"Beyond the purchase price, successful development 
of a target is likely to require improving operational 
capabilities, delivering adequate training to employees 
and managers, ensuring dynamic security and crisis 
management plans are in place," she says. 

Despite these risks, however, the opportunity in East 
Africa is undeniable. Economies across the region are 
growing rapidly, there is a generation of entrepreneurs 
who are open to taking on third-party investment and 
there is a wide array of businsses in which to invest.

EAST AFRICA PRIVATE EQUITY 2010-2015
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 FBNQUEST 
ABOUT & CONTACTS
FBNQuest is the Merchant Banking and Asset Management 
business of FBN Holdings Plc, which comprises FBN Merchant Bank 
Limited, FBN Capital Limited, FBN Securities Limited, FBN Capital 
Asset Management Limited, FBN Trustees Limited, FBN Funds 
Limited and FBN Capital Partners Limited.

As a member of one of the strongest and most dependable financial 
groups in Africa, we offer a full range of products and services, and 
have a deep focus on servicing our clients’ needs by structuring 
customised and unique solutions. We provide independent and expert 
advice to small and large corporations, public and private institutions, 
as well as high net worth individuals across several sectors. 

Our key services include:

ADVISING
Our advisory services include sell-side M&A advisory, buy-side 
M&A advisory, corporate sales & divestitures, restructuring & 
recapitalisation, corporate banking solutions, financial modeling, 
PPP consulting & bid support, project risk due diligence analysis, 
preferred stock issuance, private placements, equity & convertible 
securities issuance, initial public offerings, rights issues, 
macroeconomic and equity research. Our industry footprint is 
widespread across financial services, energy and natural resources, 
infrastructure, consumer markets, and communication technology.

FINANCING
We assist a variety of clients in structuring and arranging optimal 
financing solutions for both greenfield and brownfield projects 
spanning all sectors of the Nigerian economy. Our offering includes 
acquisition finance, project finance, debt structuring & arranging, 
leveraged financing, supply chain finance, government, agency & 
corporate bond issues, high yield bond, asset backed securities, 
asset backed facilities, receivable financing, trade finance products, 
loans , working capital finance, distributor finance, letters of credit, 
bills for collection, current account, lease financing. 

TRADING
Our solutions include stock broking, fixed income sales & trading, 
corporate broking, market making, bonds trading, money market, and 
foreign exchange trading. Our aim is to maximise value for our clients 
locally and internationally through our trading channels and activities.

INVESTING
We provide specialist portfolio, fund management and stockbroking 
services, including managing investment accounts of high net 
worth individuals and institutional clients, insurance companies, 
pension funds, public and private mutual funds, public and private 
trusts, endowment and charity funds, as well as segregated and 
special accounts. We also provide growth capital to firms looking to 
finance expansion plans, with investments cutting across several 
sectors including food and beverages, hospitality, travel and leisure, 
healthcare, leasing, telecommunications, real estate, and oil and gas. 

SECURING
As a leading trustee services provider for over 30 years, FBNQuest has 
developed a strong history and market position. Our services include 
Estate Planning, Trust & Wills, Endowment Funds, Trusteeship, 
Institutional/Government Bonds, Syndicated Loans, Share 
Warehousing, Custodial Services and Agency Services (Escrow).

HEAD OFFICE
10, 16-18 Keffi Street
Off Awolowo Road
S.W. Ikoyi, Lagos
Nigeria. 

+234 708 065 3100; +234 708 065 3114
info@fbnquest.com
financialadvisoryg@fbnquest.com
www.fbnquest.com
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Opportunity can 
shape a skyline.
We believe in the power of opportunity. 
That it has the capacity to decide outcomes 
and shape the future. And because everyone 
strives for something diff erent, we are here 
to help them seek it out, and seize it. 

From fi nancing business ventures to securing 
wealth, we’re constantly challenging convention 
in innovative ways, so we can take our partners 
to places that fulfi l their individual ambitions 
- wherever or whatever they may be.

A part of the FBN Holdings Group

www.fbnquest.com

Advising  |  Financing  |  Trading  |  Investing  |  Securing
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 MERRILL CORPORATION 
ABOUT & CONTACTS
Merrill Corporation provides technology-enabled platforms  
for secure content sharing, regulated communications and 
disclosure services. Clients trust Merrill’s innovative applications 
and deep subject expertise to successfully navigate the secure 
sharing of their most sensitive content, perfect and distribute 
critical financial and regulatory disclosures, and create customized 
communications across stakeholders. With more than 3,800 people 
in 41 locations worldwide, clients turn to Merrill when their need 
to manage complex content intersects with the need to collaborate 
securely around the globe.

EMEA Headquarters

101 Finsbury Pavement
London EC2A 1ER 
England
+44 (0)20 3031 6300

APAC Headquarters

5th Floor, Worldwide 
House, 19 Des Voeux 
Road Central Hong Kong
+852 2536 2288

Corporate Headquarters

One Merrill Circle
St. Paul, MN 55108

+1 651 646 4501



FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS & REPORTING | MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS FOR REGULATED INDUSTRY | CUSTOMER CONTENT & COLLABORATION SOLUTIONS

The most  
advanced VDR  
is powered  
by expertise.

MERRILL DATASITE

The most advanced Virtual Data Room 
combined with unmatched global expertise.

Award-winning experience to power seamless 
access with total control. 

Deep industry insight to get you up and running 
fast and meet rapidly changing needs.

The highest level of security certification.

merrillcorp.com

©  Merrill Communications LLC. All rights reserved.  
All trademarks are property of their respective owners. 
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 CONTROL RISKS 
ABOUT & CONTACTS
As one of the world’s leading business risk consultancies, Control 
Risks has helped some of the most successful organisations 
understand and manage the risks and opportunities that come with 
operating in complex contexts and markets.

With over 30 years of experience working across Africa serving 
new companies in the region and organisations that know the 
continent well, we have gained unrivalled experience helping 
organisations throughout their investment and operational cycle. 
We have three permanent, full-service offices on the continent, 
located in Lagos, Johannesburg and Nairobi. 

Our clients depend on us for actionable advice on business critical 
intelligence on issues that could threaten the integrity of their 
investment. Our teams act as advisors in the decision process and 
provide strategic decision-making support.

We offer bespoke solutions tailored to meet your specific needs on:

• Asset Acquisition and Disposal
• Business intelligence
• Market and Competitor Assessment
• Privatisation
• Industry consolidation and restructuring across organisations
• Private equity deals
• General Advisory
• Crisis Management
• Investigations

Learn more at www.controlrisks.com or  
contact us: enquiries@controlrisks.com 
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M&A INTELLIGENCE AND
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Disclaimer

This publication contains general information and is not intended to be comprehensive nor to provide financial, investment, legal, tax or other professional advice or services. 
This publication is not a substitute for such professional advice or services, and it should not be acted on or relied upon or used as a basis for any investment or other decision 
or action that may affect you or your business. Before taking any such decision, you should consult a suitability qualified professional adviser. Whilst reasonable effort has been 
made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication, this cannot be guaranteed and neither Mergermarket nor any of its subsidiaries or any affiliate 
thereof or other related entity shall have any liability to any person or entity which relies on the information contained in this publication, including incidental or consequential 
damages arising from errors or omissions. Any such reliance is solely at the user’s risk.

For more information regarding this report, please contact:

Jeanne Gautron 
Publisher, Remark EMEA, The Mergermarket Group

Tel: +44 (0)20 7059 6262

Email: jeanne.gautron@mergermarket.com

Mergermarket is an unparalleled, independent mergers & acquisitions (M&A) proprietary intelligence tool. 
Unlike any other service of its kind, Mergermarket provides a complete overview of the M&A market by 
offering both a forward-looking intelligence database and a historical deals database, achieving real revenues 
for Mergermarket clients. 

For more information, please visit www.mergermarket.com 
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